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Motorola says leaked Droid X Android 2.2 build won't be updated to the official release

Nilay Patel
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Can't say this is a surprise, but Motorola posted a note on its support forums today warning Droid X users against upgrading to that leaked Android 2.2 build or any of those custom ROMS that're out there -- they'll be cut off from the official upgrade when it hits in early September and potentially "stuck on the leaked version." Ouch. Of course, that's the risk you take when you start flashing your phone with unofficial firmware, but between this, eFUSE, and those cease and desist letters, it certainly feels like Motorola is decidedly unhappy that anyone would have the gall to hack or tweak one of its handsets, even if the phone in question is the size of a small tank and marketed by aggressive murderous robot hands insisting that it "does" everything one can think of with no restrictions. Contrast that with HTC, which is not only at peace with the hacking community, but even takes the initiative to resolve similar problems.

 Of course, no one would care about any of this if Motorola would just release stock Android builds for its devices as soon as they're ready, but why learn that lesson when it's possible to waste money developing Blur and adopting painfully annoying staggered OTA rollout schedules at the behest of carriers? That would just be silly.

 [Thanks, Matthew]
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Engadget
The Motion Picture Association will work with Congress to start blocking piracy sites in the US

At CinemaCon this year, the Motion Picture Association Chairman and CEO Charles Rivkin said the organization is going to work with Congress to establish and enforce a site-blocking legislation in the United States.
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Engadget
Kobo’s new ereaders include its first with color displays

Rakuten has a trio of new Kobo ereaders, including the company’s first two with color displays. On Wednesday, the company revealed the $220 Kobo Libra Colour and $150 Clara Colour alongside the monochrome $130 Clara BW.
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Engadget
The bootleg Nintendo Network replacement no longer requires jailbreaking

The Pretendo Network, an open-source Nintendo Network alternative, no longer requires a hacked Wii U console. With Nintendo’s servers for the obsolete console shutting down on Monday, the Pretendo Network shared a new workaround that provides limited access to its homebrew servers.
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Engadget
Arturia stuffed almost all of its software emulations into this new keyboard

Arturia just released the 61-key AstroLab synthesizer, which is basically the company’s Analog Lab in hardware form. It allows standalone access to the vast majority of the company’s software emulations.
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Engadget
Apple Vision Pro two months later: A telepresence dream

I've had the Vision Pro for two months, but it hasn't transformed the way I live.
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Engadget
Formula E kills its latest junior series just days before the first scheduled race

Formula E has killed off its latest junior series just days before the first scheduled race. Reports suggest the cancellation was due to issues with an investor.
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Engadget
The owner of WordPress has bought Beeper, the app that flipped the bird to Apple’s iMessage supremacy

WordPress and Tumblr owner Automattic has bought Beeper, the maker of the Beeper Mini app that challenged Apple’s iMessage dominion late last year. Although it ultimately lost that battle, the incident gave the DOJ more ammunition in its antitrust suit against the iPhone maker.
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Engadget
You can now lie down while using a Meta Quest 3 headset

Meta is rolling out the latest update for Meta Quest headsets. Among the new features is the ability to lie down while using a Quest 3.
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Engadget
Star Wars Outlaws gets a new trailer and a release date of August 30

Ubisoft just dropped another trailer for its upcoming open world Star Wars game. The new trailer focuses on the story for Star Wars Outlaws.
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Engadget
Acer launches two all-new 14-inch gaming laptops alongside updated 16-inch models

Acer’s midrange gaming laptop line has four new arrivals today following the company’s refresh of its flagship models at CES 2024. On Tuesday, the company unveiled a pair of new 14-inch entries alongside two refreshes of existing 16-inch models.
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Engadget
Starlink terminals are reportedly being used by Russian forces in Ukraine

Starlink internet terminals are reportedly being widely used in Ukraine by Russian forces. There’s a thriving black market for the devices which stretches beyond Ukraine into Sudan.
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Engadget
The Razer Stream Controller is down to its all-time low price

Amazon has discounted the Razer Stream Controller down to $200 — it's all-time low price.
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Engadget
Shure's MV7+ USB/XLR mic has a customizable LED panel and built-in audio tools

Shure updates its MV7 XLR and USB microphone with a host of new features for podcasters and streamers.
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Engadget
The Fallout TV series is coming to Prime Video one day earlier than expected

The Fallout TV series is hitting Prime Video earlier than expected. You'll be able to watch all eight episodes starting on April 10.
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Engadget
Apple's M2 MacBook Air drops to $849 at Amazon

Amazon is running a sale on Apple's 2022 M2 Macbook Air, bringing the device down from $999 to $849 — an all-time low price.
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Engadget
DJI's RS4 gimbals make it easier to balance heavy cameras and accessories

The RS4 and RS4 Pro gimbals aren't groundbreaking but come with numerous small improvements over the previous RS3 models.
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Engadget
Indie Lovecraftian fishing game Dredge is gonna be a movie

Dredge is going to be a movie.
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Engadget
It's the last day to get up to 42 percent off annual Max subscriptions

This is your last day to snag a decent deal on a subscription to Max. Annual subscriptions are up to 42 percent off, depending on the tier.
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Engadget
Google announces Axion, its first Arm-based CPU for data centers

Google has announced Axion, its first Arm-based CPU for data centers.
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Engadget
Google Gemini chatbots are coming to a customer service interaction near you

At the ongoing Google Cloud Next conference in Las Vegas, the company has revealed the Gemini-powered chatbots its partners are working on, some of which you could end up interacting with.
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